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Be open
Engage with 

all people and 
possibilities

Make thing better
Be proactive  

and challenge the 
status quo

Keep it simple
Be clear and 
transparent

Act responsibly
Do what’s right and 

follow through

Put people first
Act with empathy, 
dignity and respect

Our belief
We believe progress 

happens when 
people feel secure

Our purpose
We exist to help 
people embrace 

today and 
confidently pursue 

tomorrow

Our promise
We promise 

protection for 
the unexpected, 

delivered with care

Our Identity: Why we do what we do

Our Values: How we do what we do

 Our Identity & Values 

Liberty Mutual operates in 29 countries 
and economies around the globe.

Since we were founded in 1912, Liberty 
Mutual has grown to become the world’s 
sixth largest global property and casualty 
insurance company and the fourth largest 
in the United States.

   In 2021, we employed more than 45,000 people. 
We also:
•  Reported $43.8 billion in annual consolidated revenue.
•  Generated $40.6 billion in net-written premiums.
•  Held $145.4 billion in assets.
•  Ranked at #77 on the Fortune 500 list of largest 

U.S. corporations based on 2019 revenue, and #278 
on the Fortune Global 500 list.

Americas:
• U.S.
• Bermuda
• Brazil
• Canada
• Chile
• Colombia
• Ecuador
• Mexico
• Peru

Europe:
• Belgium
• France
• Germany
• Ireland
• Italy
• Luxembourg
• Netherlands
• Portugal
• Spain
• Switzerland
• U.K.

Asia Pacific:
• Australia
• China
• Hong Kong
• India
• Malaysia
• Singapore
• Thailand
• UAE
• Vietnam

 Our business 
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 Diversity, Equity and Inclusion 
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 Committed to 
 advancing DEI 

 An environment of belonging 

At Liberty Mutual, we believe that 
recognizing, appreciating and giving voice to 
the unique insights and cultural perspectives 
of each person cultivate an atmosphere of 
trust and respect. And we know advancing 
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI) is critical 
to the success of our business. Investing  in 
DEI helps employees feel like they belong, 
drives engagement, promotes innovation 
and positions Liberty Mutual as an employer 
of choice when looking to recruit and retain 
top talent.

In 2020, we announced a multi-year plan to  
advance DEI globally, which includes a commitment 
to significantly increase representation across our US  
workforce by 2025. In the past year, we’ve seen progress 
across our representation goals — and growth across 
all the dimensions of diversity we are tracking, and we 
will continue to invest in this space to strengthen our 
organization, enhance our workplace culture and better 
engage the communities in which we serve. 

Able

Able@Liberty

For employees with disabilities
and those who are caregivers,
family members and allies

Amigos@Liberty

Dedicated to the Hispanic/Latino 
Community & Allies

LEAAP@Liberty

Leading and Empowering
Asian and Ally Professionals

Pride@Liberty

LGBTQ+ Allies

Valor@Liberty

Uniting our Military
Veterans and Allies

WE@Liberty

Empowering Women. Engaging
Allies. Enhancing our Success

LEADA@Liberty

Liberty Employees of
African Descent and Allies

Our Employee Resource Groups (ERGs) contribute to a culture of inclusion and belonging for employees, with a focus on commerce, culture, career and community. Each ERG brings 
employees together for personal development, collaboration, and to support broader business objectives. We believe the power of our collective differences—coupled with our shared 
experiences—leads to globally competitive ideas and innovation, and we are proud to offer seven ERGs to provide team members with additional avenues to connect, learn and engage 
with one another. Last year, more than 15,000 employees around the globe participated in at least one of our employee-led ERGs. 
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Diversity, Equity and Inclusion is critical to 
our business model. Working together, we 
continue to create a more inclusive and diverse 
supply chain, fostering new opportunities for 
growth and advancement and cultivating a 
support ecosystem for certified suppliers. 

Erika Gibson, 
Assistant Vice-President  
and Director, Supplier Diversity
 

3SECTION

 Our Supplier  
 Diversity  program  
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In late 2020, we achieved the first objective in this 
three-tier plan with the hire of Erika Gibson, Liberty 
Mutual’s Assistant Vice President and Director of 
Supplier Diversity.

Last June, we realized our second objective—a team 
of three full-time employees dedicated solely to 
supplier diversity programming and partners. 

Moving forward, we are investing the resources and 
manpower needed to foster and engage a broadly 
inclusive supply base, keeping DEI at the forefront 
of our considerations each time we go to market for 
services or products. 

Our program is now powered by a three-year 
strategic plan focused on two key priorities:

Increasing our spend with diverse suppliers.

 Cultivating a support ecosystem to promote a 
stronger and more inclusive supply chain.

As a global company serving customers 
from all backgrounds, Liberty Mutual is 
working to actively support and engage an 
inclusive supplier base. We understand that 
diversity is multifaceted, extending beyond 
gender and ethnicity. Our Supplier Diversity 
Program was created to help us connect 
with minority-, women-, LGBTQ+-, disabled- 
and veteran-owned businesses around  
the globe. We leverage this program  
to promote more innovative thinking, 
increase collaboration and yield stronger 
business results.  

While Liberty Mutual formally launched supplier 
diversity initiatives in 2004, the addition of a 
dedicated Supplier Diversity team is empowering  
our company to fully realize desired objectives  
in this space. 

In 2019, we hired Chief Procurement Officer Mark 
Lareau, who quickly noted the need for a program 
director to spearhead supplier diversity efforts. 
Mark prepared a business case and received Board 
approval to advance supplier diversity initiatives by: 

Hiring a Supplier Diversity Program Director.

Planning for future staffing support, 
to include a dedicated Program Manager  
and Program Coordinator.

Providing analytical support and additional 
resources to advance DEI initiatives.

 Engaging an  
 inclusive base 

1

2

1

2

3
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 Our 2021 accomplishments  
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 Advancing towards our goals  

Continued diversification of our supplier network is just one way Liberty Mutual is working to engage  
with people and possibilities from all cultures. 

We are also taking steps to ensure that these individuals have, not only a seat at the table, but also a 
contributing voice to drive the conversation forward. Through outreach initiatives, ERG roadshows, panel 
discussions, expanding infrastructure, new partnerships and more, Liberty is delivering on our purpose  
to help people embrace today & confidently pursue tomorrow. 

Leadership
•   Hired Director of Supplier Diversity, November 2020
•  Hired Supplier Diversity Program Coordinator,  March 2021
•   Hired Supplier Diversity Program Manager,  June 2021

Awareness
•  Increased team member engagement through ERG roadshows and business unit  

awareness campaigns
•  Launched our Supplier Diversity Champions program
•   Hosted our inaugural Supplier Diversity Summit, December 2021

Outreach
•   Joined Disability:IN and participated in the Disability Equality Index
•  Recognized as a Boston Chamber of Commerce Pacesetter
•  Joined the Financial Services Industry Group of GNEMSDC
•  Gained membership to U.S. Black Chambers, Inc. (USBC), US Pan Asian American Chamber of 

Commerce (USPAACC), United States Hispanic Chamber of Commerce (USHCC) and National 
Veteran-Owned Business Association (NaVOBA).

Supplier spend
•  Established corporate goals to increase diverse supplier spend, grow partnerships  

and create an inclusive support ecosystem
•  Performed spend data enrichment to capture diverse-owned classifications previously missed
•  Created a spend dashboard to track DEI investments in real time

Infrastructure
•  Created supplier diversity inclusion objectives around procurement
•  Standardized supplier diversity scorecard for use at all sourcing events
•  Extended Tier II program to the top 30% of strategic suppliers
•  Identified areas of opportunity within Procurement categories
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 Our inaugural 
 Supplier Diversity Summit 
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Liberty Mutual hosted our inaugural Supplier Diversity Summit last year, creating space for key 
stakeholders to engage in conversations around equity, inclusion and effecting positive change 
across the professional landscape. More than 70 diverse suppliers joined 100+ procurement, 
supplier management, DEI and ESG professionals for an afternoon of networking and breakout 
sessions by category. 
The summit concluded with a panel discussion moderated by Erika Gibson, Supplier Diversity Assistant Vice 
President and Director, and featured  the four powerhouse panelists below.  Titled “How to Do Business with 
Fortune 100 Companies,” the panel provided the opportunity for leaders from a range of industries to share their 
perspectives on inclusive and innovative practices to advance supplier DEI initiatives both internally and externally.

Kathleen Pendergast
Manager of Procurement,  
Indirect Spend
Automotive Rentals Inc., 
a WBE

Reuben Essandoh
Director of  
Supplier Diversity,  
Enterprise Services
Capital One

Cami Turcotte
Manager of Certification  
& Supplier Engagement 
Disability:IN

Peter F. Hurst
President & CEO
Greater New England 
Minority Supplier  
Development  
Council, Inc. 

 Creating space for conversations    

All summit attendees received a gift from 
woman-owned Lark Fine Foods, our event’s 
featured diverse supplier.
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1,500+  
certified diverse suppliers

Invested with Enrolled

Achieved
Increased annual spend

Verified and enriched

59 new suppliers  
in Tier II Program

10,000+ 
supplier records to reflect 
diversity classifications

69% 
diverse supplier inclusion rate*by 3X

Women-Owned 
businesses

927

Minority-Owned
businesses

267

Veteran-Owned 
businesses

106

Disadvantaged
businesses

131

Small businesses
124

 

 

*at least 1 diverse supplier included in 69%  
of sourcing events
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 Our awards and  
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Our Supplier Diversity program is only as strong as our team 
members, who advocate for and support the use of certified 
suppliers in their daily work. Last year, Liberty Mutual launched the 
Advocate of the Year award to recognize an employee whose actions 
consistently exemplify and advance DEI. After careful consideration 
of the 2021 nominees, we were proud to present the inaugural 
Supplier Diversity Advocate of the Year award to Eugene Lemmer. 

 Advocate of the year 

 Honored by DiversityComm  

Eugene Lemmer
Manager of Design and Construction, 
Real Estate and Workplace Services

DiversityComm publishes six nationally recognized, diversity-focused magazines, each of which presents 
“Best of the Best” awards to corporate partners and civic agencies championing for diversity, inclusion, 
advocacy and allyship. We are honored by these recognitions of our growing efforts around supplier diversity, 
and we are grateful for the opportunity to partner with DiversityComm to create a more equitable industry 
and a more inclusive future.
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Partnering with local providers who are embedded in the unique 
communities they serve, embrace a culture of inclusion and strive to 
champion diversity ensures injured workers feel secure with One Call and 
One Call provider partners during their time of need. 

Will Smith, Chief Strategy & Growth Officer, One Call

Jas was incredible to work with—always responding in a timely  
manner, recommending creative and sustainable packaging alternatives,  
and demonstrating her love for her craft through a contagiously  
positive attitude.

Melanie Russell, Associate Project Manager, Program Support, 
Meeting Management and Event Strategy,
Liberty Mutual Insurance

Building on the program’s success in 2021, Liberty Mutual is eager to contin-
ue our wildfire defense services partnership with Chloeta in 2022.

Daniel Sansbury, Sr. Manager, Category Strategy,  
Liberty Mutual Insurance

One Call Care 
As an organization that specializes in protection for the unexpected, we 
know getting injured workers the care they need, when they need it, is 
about more than partnering with quality providers and services. That’s why 
we chose to team up with One Call, a leader in the workers’ compensation 
industry, to help move injured workers through their care journeys better 
than ever before. 

A veteran-led enterprise, One Call provides exceptional, predictive and 
responsive care coordination to assist people during their most vulnerable 
times. One Call understands the value of incorporating diverse partners 
with varied experiences and perspectives into their network of  
care providers.

Chloeta 
In 2021, Liberty Mutual selected Chloeta—a Native American-owned 
emergency management, security, wildland fire and aviation venture—to offer 
a wildfire response benefit at no additional cost to all California homeowner 
and Landlord Protection® policyholders.

Following a competitive sourcing event, we chose to partner with Chloeta 
based on their proven capabilities mitigating wildfire threats to homes 
while coordinating with local, state and federal entities. We piloted our 2021 
California Wildfire Response program last July, and Chloeta safely mobilized 
in response to 21 wildfires, visiting 912 properties and preventing more than 
$30M in property damage. 

Liberty Mutual quickly onboarded Chloeta as a new supplier partner based on 
the pilot program’s sweeping success. Since their initial onboarding, Chloeta 
has effectively collaborated with multiple GRM U.S. functions, including 
Claims, Distribution and Service.

Javielle Candles 

Javielle Candle Company was founded in 2016 by Ja’Salyn “Jas” Smith, a 
diverse entrepreneur based out of Houston. Featuring clever names like  
“Rich Auntie Energy,” “In My Feelings” and “Somebody’s Son,” Javielle 
Candles create “an experience through the flame” using rich, immersive  
and evocative scents. 

Jas strives to keep her business model—and her candles—fun,  
socially conscious and colorful, which helps her connect with millennials,  
a core customer demographic. Last year, Liberty Mutual teamed up with  
Jas to place a bulk order of Javielle Candles for holiday gifts. Partnering with  
Javielle Candle Company was a double win for us, as we had the opportunity 
to support both a black, woman-owned business and work with a sustainable 
supplier (did we mention Jas uses nontoxic soy wax and reusable glass jars?).
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We are grateful for the many partners with 
whom we work to advance the mission of  
supplier diversity. These relationships make 
it possible for us to engage more suppliers, 
expand our programming and innovate new 
solutions to achieve our common goals.

 Stronger together 

SM
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http://disabilityin.org
http://navoba.org
http://nmsdc.org/
http://nglcc.org
http://bostonchamber.com/networks/pacesetters
http://ushcc.com
http://uspaacc.com
http://wbenc.org
http://bostonchamber.com
http://malgbtcc.org/#1
http://diversitycomm.net
http://usblackchambers.org
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 Our shared  
 commitment to  
 shop small  
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At Liberty Mutual, small businesses are a large 
part of our customer base and represent 
a growing segment of our diverse supply 
chain. Locally owned businesses enhance the 
economic vitality of the communities where 
we live, work and play. We are excited for the 
opportunity to celebrate and support these 
critical partners.

That’s why Small Business Saturday is one of our favorite 
annual occasions. Last year, the Supplier Diversity team 
held a Shop Small Contest, encouraging Liberty Mutual 
employees to shop small for a chance to win big. Team 
members who shared photos of themselves supporting 
local businesses were entered to win 1000 Liberty  
Shine recognition points, worth about $250 in 
redemption value.

Liberty employees shop small to make a big impact in their local communities. 

 Small Business Saturday Shop Small Contest 
Maura Healy 

Dainty Scripts 
Milton, MA

Congratulations to our 2021 Shop Small winner, Kathleen Hessler!  
Kathleen purchased hand-lettered wooden ornaments from  
Dainty Scripts in Milton, MA, to show her support for   
Small Business Saturday.
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 Our 2022 goals  
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Extend Tier II Program 
enrollment to the next 

of strategic partners
25% 

sourcing inclusion rate

Build Liberty’s

50% 

Supplier  
Diversity
brand

in new certified diverse spend

$50 million

 Looking ahead, our 2022  
 objectives are clear, actionable  
 and easily measureable 
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Contact us
Questions? Please reach out to us at  
SupplierDiversity@LibertyMutual.com

Learn more about our Supplier Diversity initiatives. 

@libertymutual
@workatliberty

@libertymutual
@workatliberty

@libertymutual
@workatliberty

LIberty Mutual
Insurance

www.libertymutualgroup.com

https://www.libertymutualgroup.com/about-lm/corporate-information/suppliers/supplier-diversity
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